


Primary Colour Palette
By implementing a colour coding strategy utilising the KAPCI colour palette, 
we discover how to create differentiation through our product line.

Colour Coded Product Line
Drawing inspiration from hieroglyphics, we can differentiate between product types





Spectrophotometer
Kapci Coatings has developed a new hand-held color matching tool called “Kapci Data color find” 

Color Spectro: 
With Kapci Data Color Find’s  spectrophotometer,searching  for color becomes very easy. The 
color search function evaluates the electronically collected data and it outputs a precise color 
formula in a matter of seconds in a rank from better and goes down . It couldn’t be simpler. 
Whatever the job – fender, side panel or total re-spray is, Kapci Data Color Find identifies the 
original paintwork fully automatically. For metallic there is solid color or pearlescent. 
The success of a vehicle refinish depends first on color accuracy. Over 36,000 car manufacturer 
colors are in existence with a regular update . 

How it works? 
Finding colors with Kapci Data Color Find is straightforward. First it reads the color and then it 
automatically searches for the closest formula, even if a color code is not available. For very 
difficult colors Kapci Data color Find offers ranked formulas. It allows body shops to find the best 
color formula for any car on the worldwide . 

Features: 
Accurately measures color with one button press Full lab grade spectrophotometer provides full 
reflectance measurements with phenomenal optical resolution The Kapci Data color Find can be 
used with our complete line of color solutions, from paint color matching to quality control and 
formulation in a wide range of car refinish A quick calibration process and easy operation ensure 
perfect, reliable results in less time. With Spectro, you can easily find the best color formulas for 
any car.





Color software

“Kapci System” is a color software that  is accurate and most up-to-date color information system 
that quickly gets you to the right variant formula from the first time. Kapci offers Kapci Mix 
software , one can search for a certain mixing formula in the usual reference works can take time. 
Kapci color software “kapci mix” speeds up this process. All you have to do is to enter the relevant 
data like the manufacturer, year, color name / description or color code and the software will 
deliver the mixing formula in few seconds.  This software includes, as well as in the online in the 
Color online service, the Kapci Color Guide ,toners information. Moreover, it contains many other 
useful tools that facilitate  the color matching process.

The modular Kapci mix software is matched to individual body shop requirements; only those 
applications are installed that you decide are important for your business.

It has a user-friendly interface which provides:
- All formulas for Car manufacturer color and their variants
- Toners Info ( description - package )
- Toners direction ( face tone and flip tone )
- Kapci Color Guide
- Online updates
- Store management
- Connection to electronic scales (For more information about recommended scale systems please 
   contact us: info@kapci.com )
- Detailed reports on material yield, user management, inventory management and the ordering 
   procedure
- Customer formula management.

Download KAPCI Mix





Kapci 660 2K Acrylic mix system
Product description

Kapcicryl 660 is a 2K acrylic mixing system for car refinishing. Kapcicryl 660 offers 
high gloss top coats, hard and durable finish with very good coverage. In conjunction 
with Kapci range of hardeners 653, 652, 651 and 656, can be easily applied and it’s 
suitable for any type of car repair work. 

Kapci 641 Ready mixed 2K 
Acrylic top coats
Product description

Kapci 625 is a flattable 2K acrylic filler developed for use under 2K acrylic paints 
Kapci 660/641 or Kapci 670 base coats. It is easy to apply and flat giving good final 
appearance.

Product description

Kapcibase 670 is a basecoat color mixing system that offers solid color basecoat 
(pigmented), metallic and pearlescent/special effect basecoat. 

Kapcibase 670 is used in combination with recommended Kapci clear coats to give 
durable, hard and gloss finish. 

Kapci 670 Basecoat mix system

Product description

Kapcibase 640 is a ready mixed basecoat paint which offers solid color basecoat (pigmented), 
metallic and pearlescent basecoat.
Kapcibase 640 is used in combination with recommended Kapci clear coats to give durable, 
hard and gloss finish.

Kapci 640 Ready mixed basecoats



Kapci ColorMix is a color matching software 
that is accurate and frequently updated to 
get the user to the correct formula quickly 
and efficiently.  The ColorMix software also 
helps the Workshop manager to control his 
stock and usages and provides an all-round 
workshop management tool to streamline 
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The software also provides technical 
information on the use of the products for 
ease of reference.

KAPCI ColorMix



- International Color Box - Metallic Color Guide
- Data Color Find - Waterbase Color Box with variants
- Basecoat Variant Color Box - Fleet Colours
- Online Color formulations - ColorMix software
- SmartMix



KAPCI Color Tools
KAPCI COATINGS has developed a comprehensive 
range of color tools to help our customers increase 
their productivity by reducing the time taken to identify 
colours.



Kapci 6100 2K HS Low VOC Clear Coat

Product description

Kapci 6100 is a high quality 2K HS acrylic clear coat that can be used over Kapci 
base coat 670 and Kapci Dima 9670 waterborne basecoats. It offers hard and 
durable finish, superb gloss and weathering resistance.
Kapci 6100 is used with Kapci 662 HS hardener to give optimum final finish 
especially when is baked.

Kapci 662 HS Hardener
Product description

Kapci 662 is a HS hardener for HS clear 6100 based on Isocyanate component .Kapci 662 
together  with Kapci 6100 will give high durability and optimum gloss 

Product description

Kapci Dima 9670 is a waterborne base coat mix system for repainting of passenger cars 
and commercial vehicles. Kapci Dima 9670 WB basecoat significantly reduces solvent 
emission into the environment. The mixing system offers extensive basecoat color 
matching including metallics, pearls, solid color basecoat and special effect finishes.

Kapci  Dima 9670
Waterborne basecoat mix system

Product description

Kapci 633 is a high solids, low VOC flattable filler based on acrylic resins. It 
delivers good application properties, good leveling, fast drying, good sanding and 
very good color hold out.

Kapci 633 2K HS Filler 5:1:1  Low VOC
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